Novel ultra-wideband test fixture and method for attenuation of the attenuator-coated dielectric support rod in a helical slow-wave structure.
In order to measure the attenuation along the dielectric support rod in a helical slow-wave structure, a new test fixture and the corresponding test method are introduced. The proposed fixture is a transmission line that consists of three parts: angle gradient transitions, hyperbolical tapered lines, and parallel strips with a sample hole in the middle. The hyperbolical tapered lines on the top and bottom sides of the substrate were designed to realize an approximate Klopfenstein tapered line. The parallel strips provide a relatively reasonable electric field for measuring the attenuation of the dielectric support rod. Meanwhile, two modified metal blocks on both sides of each connector are designed to suppress unwanted radiation. The test fixture works in the ultra-wideband range from 7 GHz to 40 GHz, and it exhibits an insertion loss of less than 3 dB and a return loss of more than 10 dB over the whole frequency range. The sample hole was regarded as the mutually coupled parallel strip pairs (a four-port network), and the odd-even mode method was used to analyze the scattering parameters of the single parallel strip. The dielectric support rod deposited by the resistive thin-film was measured with the experimental test setup developed in this paper. Compared with the method of the double ridge waveguide, the measured results present a great agreement with the actual distribution of the attenuation in the length ranges from 12 mm to 15 mm, 25 mm to 27 mm, and 46 mm to 52 mm, and the differences in other length ranges are explained.